U.S. WANTS TREATIES FOR STRAY SPACECRAFT RETURN
Resolution Reflects Kennedy Offer Of Joint Moon Expedition In This Decade

UNITED NATIONS, December 1, (AP).—The United States has made an offer to the United Nations of 188 million dollars to be spent on the search for any kind of space debris that may have been released from space vehicles, and the collection of damages for space accidents.

A resolution is being drawn up to have the United Nations be on the lookout for these objects. This resolution is said to be a joint effort of the United Nations and the United States. It is expected that many member states will give their approval. The resolution would join in the proposed treaty to the United Nations, and it is expected that it will be adopted there Thursday.

One source said the basic draft was prepared by the United States. Another source said it was a joint effort of several delegations. It is reported that the Soviet Union has not yet decided on it, but it is expected to be adopted in the near future.

The resolution, running to almost six pages, has four sections. The first section lists the states that are covered by the resolution. The second section lists the countries that are covered by the resolution. The third section lists the countries that are covered by the resolution. The fourth section lists the countries that are covered by the resolution.

The Political Committee will begin debate on outer space at 3 p.m. Monday. The first three speakers will be Deputy Permanent Representative to the United Nations, and the second speaker will be a representative of a country that is not a member of the United Nations.

First Investigation Gave No Indication How Trans Canadian Plane Crashed

JULY 11, 1942 (AP) — First investigations in the crash of a Trans Canadian Airlines passenger plane, which left Montreal and killed 29 people, have given no indication how the disaster happened.

The Trans Canadian Airlines plane crashed Friday night about 30 miles outside of Toronto. All persons on board were killed. The majority of the passengers were returning from the lake region in the Northeast.

Royal Canadian mounted police at the scene said that the plane had been flying at an altitude of 10,000 feet when it went down. The cause of the crash is not yet known.

Arab High Military Officers Meet In Cairo December 7
Syria And Iraq Will Send A Joint Delegation
DAMASCUS, Dec 1, (AP) — Syria and Iraq will send a joint military delegation to Cairo next week to attend the Dec 7 conference of the five heads of state of the Middle Eastern region.

The delegation will be led by a military officer and a political officer and will represent the joint command of the two countries' armed forces.

It would consist of army officers from the two neighbouring countries, whose leaders insist that their two-year old military union pact is still in existence.

The conference is expected to be attended by President Abdel Salam Arif from Iraq, the president of Egypt, and the president of Syria.

Several National Assembly Men Convey His Majesty's Greetings To Electorate
KABUL, Dec. 1.—A report from the Ministry of Information and National Development says that about 200,000 soldiers will be airlifted from Britain to Aden next month to overcome difficulties caused by a strike of 4,000 workers which brought the operations of the Middle East Common Market to a standstill.

About 200,000 soldiers will be airlifted from Britain to Aden next month to overcome difficulties caused by a strike of 4,000 workers which brought the operations of the Middle East Common Market to a standstill.

The soldiers, most of them drivers, mechanics and cooks, are to be used to replace striking workers in the region of the country's establishment.

The soldiers are striking for better working conditions and shorter working hours. They are backed by the Aden Trade Unions Congress.

Bridge Work in The Nangarhar Province Progressing Rapidly
KABUL, Dec. 1.—A powerful government delegation, composed of a delegation of the Minister of Planning, Brigadier General M. Waisz, the Ministry of Agriculture, Commerce and Industry, and Dr. Mohammad Nazar Khanfar, Minister of Agriculture, who had gone to study different phases of operation in Nangarhar Canal Project, returned to Kabul Friday night.

The delegation, Friday, inspected construction work of the Za-ber-shahi Bridge near Nelo, and expressed satisfaction at the speed with which the work is progressing.

The delegation was accompanied by Lieutenant General Khan Mohammad, Governor of the Nangarhar Province, and other officials from the Ministry of Planning, Public Works and Agriculture.

The delegation inspected progress of the construction work on the Za-ber-shahi Bridge near Nelo, and expressed satisfaction at the speed with which the work is progressing.

NATO ALLIES CRITICISE FOR PORTUGAL-AFRICAN COLONIAL VOTE IN U.N.

UNITED NATIONS, December 1, (AP).—NATO allies have been critical of the vote for the Portuguese to become an independent state in Africa.

African Delegation

Leaves For Special ECAFE Conference
KABUL, Dec. 1.—A delegation led by Mr. Saitzah, the Minister of Communications, left Kabul for Manila to attend a special ECAFE conference.

The conference will begin Dec. 7 and will discuss matters related to the implementation of the Treaty of the Sea and other matters.

The African delegation is composed of Mr. Saitzah, Mr. Saitzah, Mr. Saitzah, and several other African delegates.

Committee Meets To Discuss Revision Of Afghan Press Laws
KABUL, Dec. 1.—The committee for revision of the press laws met on Saturday afternoon under the chairmanship of Dr. Abdoulah Led, Minister of Education. The committee discussed the changes in press laws. Discussion on this chapter will continue next week.

British Labour Leader Attacks Govt. Policy
LONDON, Dec. 1, (AP) — The British Labour Party leader, Harold Wilson, said Saturday that he was not going to withdraw his party's support for the Government.

The Labour leader, in his speech, attacked the Foreign policy of the Government. He said, "I am not going to withdraw my party's support for the Government."

The Labour leader, in his speech, attacked the Foreign policy of the Government. He said, "I am not going to withdraw my party's support for the Government."
KABUL: ANTIQUITY VANISHES INTO MODERNITY

Mr. Najibullah, a native of the Punjab, believes that the past is not the only source of inspiration. He has been trying to introduce modern ideas into the traditional culture. His approach is to blend the old with the new, creating a new form of art that is both rich and modern. He has been working on several projects, including a new museum, which he hopes will be inaugurated soon. He also plans to organize a series of cultural festivals to showcase the rich heritage of Afghanistan.
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AFGHANISTAN WITH A GLORIOUS PAST CAN WELL HOPE FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE

A country rich in history and culture, Afghanistan has long been a inspiration for poets and artists. Its ancient architecture, beautiful landscapes, and diverse cultures have captured the imagination of people around the world. Despite the challenges of modernization, the country remains committed to preserving its traditions and heritage. The Afghan government has been working towards a balance between the past and the present, aiming to create a better future for its people.

Radio Afghanistan Programme

Radio Afghanistan Programme

Dakar, 10:30 AM
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AFGHANISTAN

This country has a rich history and culture, which has been preserved and respected for centuries. The people of Afghanistan have a strong sense of identity and are proud of their heritage. The government has been working to preserve this legacy, ensuring that future generations can continue to enjoy the beauty and richness of Afghan culture.
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THE WEATHER
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SUN. 12 DEC., 1966

HIGH 75°F LOW 65°F

THUNDER STORMS POSSIBLE. CLOUDY NIGHT
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DELEGATES TO WORLD PEACE PEACEC COUNCIL HAIL MOSCOW TEST TREATY Creation of Deterritorialized Zone Urged In Central Europe By FRG Delegate

WARSZAWA, December 5—(TASS) 

This session of the World Peace Council of Pugwash continued its discussion of the future of international relations, for general and complete disarmament, the means to achieve economic, social and cultural improvement, and the possibility of a general test ban. Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 13 countries were present. ministers of Foreign Affairs of 13 countries were present.

Most of the delegations who spoke at the session of Pugwash emphasized the great importance of the issue of disarmament. The United States was discussed in the general debate, as well as the relations between the United States and the non-aligned countries. The United States was discussed in the general debate, as well as the relations between the United States and the non-aligned countries. The United States was discussed in the general debate, as well as the relations between the United States and the non-aligned countries.
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